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Early the next morning, Zhao Nan Yue, who was dressed in military attire, arrived in Panyang City. 

“Lin Mo, what urgent matter has happened?” 

As soon as Zhao Nan Yue saw Lin Mo, he opened his mouth and asked. 

“Don’t be in a hurry old man, we’ll talk after dinner this early in the morning.” 

Lin Mo led Zhao Nan Yue to a breakfast shop, where he drank a bowl of spicy soup for one person. 

“Yesterday the Maple Leaf Country announced the establishment of a Chamber of Commerce and will 

enter the Wanxiang Country in three days to start investing, do you know?” 

Lin Mo swallowed the oil cake in his mouth and looked at Zhao Nan Yue who was gorging himself with 

the oil sticks across the table. 

“Old man a few ways, isn’t this a good …… thing?” 

Zhao Nan Yue took the trouble to swallow his final fritters, and only then did he breathe a sigh of relief. 

Think about how hard it was for him, hearing the news of Lin Mo ran over from South Vietnam in the 

middle of the night. 

The result was that when he arrived here, he was in no hurry at all, but instead ran to the breakfast shop 

to have a meal first. 

Zhao Nan Yue was suddenly suffocated and once again walked to the window where he bought his meal. 

“Boss, give me another bowl of soy milk and three tea eggs!” 

Looking at Zhao Nan Yue’s vicious look as if he wanted to eat himself empty. 

A helpless, bitter smile appeared on Lin Mo’s face. 

This matter was also mainly his own fault for not explaining it to the old man. 

“Old man Zhao, one egg is enough for me.” 

Zhao Nan Yue at the window sill froze and said to the boss who was serving rice. 

“Boss, then bring me four tea eggs.” 

Lin Mo’s face was embarra*sed, come on, he had made a fool of himself. 

After eating breakfast, Lin Mo brought Zhao Nan Yue to the meeting room of the Martial Alliance. 

This was specially reserved by Lin Mo after the renovation of the Martial Alliance, just so that he could 

have guests to use it that day. 



“Tell me quickly, what’s so secretive about it.” 

Zhao Nan Yue slapped the table, a curious look on his face. 

“Elder Zhao, the matter is like this, just yesterday I saw that news of the financial predators of the Maple 

Leaf Country forming an alliance to invest in Wanxiang Enterprise.” 

Lin Mo once again spoke about the matter that he had mentioned to Zhao Nan Yue at the breakfast 

shop. 

“On the smart side, this matter is beneficial to the Wanxiang Country, but those people who formed the 

alliance are all a bunch of guys who eat people without spitting out bones.” 

“I don’t believe they would be that kind to invest in the Wanxiang Kingdom, so now they really only have 

one purpose.” 

“And that is to short the Wanxiang Tongbao to make a crazy profit for themselves!” 

“What!” 

Lin Mo’s confident words caused a look of shock to appear on Zhao Nan Yue’s face. 

Shorting the currency of an entire country, where did those guys get the guts to do that? 

“They can’t succeed, right, once they acquire the Wanxiang Tongbao on a large scale, then it will 

definitely cause the Ministry of Marketing as well as the Ministry of Finance to be alerted.” 

“Naturally they wouldn’t have that in mind, so what if they added him?” 

Lin Mo took out his mobile phone and pulled up the image of Jia Bailiou standing in a suit in the middle 

of the conference for an interview. 

“You mean that the Third Prince of the Wanxiang Kingdom has already entered into a partnership with 

those financial giants of the Maple Leaf Kingdom?” 

Lin Mo nodded and opened his mouth to explain for Zhao Nan Yue. 

“Jia Bai Liao’s ultimate goal is still the throne of the Wanxiang Kingdom, so as long as it causes the 

Wanxiang Tongbao of the Wanxiang Kingdom to depreciate in value.” 

“There is already the existence of the Black Hatchet agent organisation making the people unhappy, plus 

this crazy devaluation of the Wanxiang Tongbao, and inflation soaring.” 

“The people have long squeezed out too much discontent within them, and in this situation Jia Bai Liao 

stood out and waved his arm, shouting out in pa*sing.” 

When he said this, Lin Mo’s face showed a cold smile and the corners of his mouth showed mockery. 

“The sky is dead, the yellow sky should be established, Jia Del Lie is faint and incompetent, using 

traitorous officials recklessly, he is going to return a clear sky to Wan Xiang today.” 

“And Jia Bailiu’s old ministers are still in hibernation, when the time comes, one call will be answered, 

you say the regime of Wanxiang Kingdom.” 



“Will there be chaos?” 
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A gloomy look flashed across Zhao Nan Yue’s eyes. 

It had only been a short while since the matter in the Wanxiang Kingdom had ended. 

Now those enemies were starting to jump out again. 

Jiadrei’s position absolutely could not be moved, otherwise the Wanxiang Kingdom would have to go 

from a friendly attitude again. 

It would return to the previous hostile state, or even go to war again. 

“What do you say, what should we do?” 

Zhao Nan Yue’s tone became serious as his gaze looked towards Lin Mo. 

Since the latter would call himself, then it also meant that he already had a response in mind. 

“I hope that you, Elder Zhao, will go and gather a group of merchants whose audiences have a large 

amount of emerald coins, and we will also form an alliance to deal with it.” 

This was Lin Mo’s way of responding. 

No matter how varied and tricky you are, as long as I myself remain blatantly unmoved. 

Don’t you want to dump a large amount of Wanxiang Tongbao on the market and then buy a large 

amount of Jade Coins? 

We will directly take out a large amount of Jade Coins to buy the Wanxiang Tongbao. 

We will eat as much as we can, and see how you can still raise the price upwards. 

Zhao Nan Yue’s eyes lit up, yeah. 

“Right, Zhao Lao, the merchant you are looking for must have someone investigate before telling him 

what we are after.” 

“It must be one with a clean background and a clean background to pull in, otherwise I’m afraid that the 

news will leak out before we can make a move.” 

Zhao Nan Yue nodded, signalling that he understood. 

“I’ll hurry up and gather a group of businessmen as well as investors to come over in the next few days, 

if it’s three days as you said, then we still have time.” 

Right now there was actually not too much of a rush for this search for qualified businessmen. 

Even if Gabrielle’s side launched an operation, it couldn’t be done quickly overnight. 

Lin Mo and Zhao Nan Yue’s current step was to find a dozen or so reliable businessmen and investors. 



They will be able to seamlessly connect with Jia Bailiou and the others when they start the preliminary 

stage. 

After sending Zhao Nan Yue out of the Martial Alliance, Lin Mo went back upstairs to correct the 

documents in a miserable manner. 

Both he and Wang Laosan were now literally up at five to work and could only go to bed at twelve. 

This made Lin Mo suddenly start to miss the days when he was out fighting. 

At that time, Lin Mo had never felt so tired after all the shooting and arrows. 

“Lord Zhen Yue, this is a new batch of documents, please look through them.” 

The subordinate somewhat strained to carry a …… pile of documents and put them on the table. 

Even the table made a muffled sound as it came into contact with the documents. 

Lin Mo looked at the documents that had already covered up his person and silently looked up to the 

sky and wept. 

Shouldn’t he have picked up Song Zhilan to help himself. 

…… 

…… 

The original Black Hatchet office space had long since been empty. 

Yu Huatian walked to the entrance of the courtyard with more than a hundred members of the flying 

armor. 

Jade Huatian put his hand out straight away, only to see the flying armor member who had given him a 

chair hastily put it against an uncarved wooden plaque. 

Yu Huatian’s delicate white fingers reached out and carved the words directly on top of the wooden 

plaque. 

The pedestrians pa*sing by on the road cast curious glances at this time. 

Originally, this street was a dead street when Black Hatchet was still there. 

But last night, all the Black Doves suddenly moved out. 

And there was not a single Black Dove person in sight on this street. 

That’s why there are scattered pedestrians who dare to walk on this street. 

“Isn’t that the yard of Black Hatchet’s group of dog agents, what are they doing here?” 

“Are you crazy, how dare you talk like that, be careful they kill your old lady, or even let the dogs be true 

to your face your wife ……” 

“Look at the name on their backs, flying armor, what is this for?” 



“It won’t be another black turtledove, will it?” 

Finally, the jade Tyan’s fingers finally stopped. 

Two big words had appeared above the plaque of fine golden wood. 

Flying Armour. 
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The script of the two characters is strong, self-explanatory and mellow, a sense of transcendence is 

born. 

The centre is full, the sky is full, and the killing intent is revealed through the woody script. 

With a shake of his cloak, Yu Huatian turned to look at the people who were murmuring. 

“From today onwards, my Flying Armour is officially established.” 

“What you cannot do at Black Hatchet’s place, Flying Armour can do, and what Black Hatchet can do, I, 

Black Armour, can do even more.” 

“Even if it’s the Black Hatchet’s group of trash, I can do it.” 

“The king’s authority is granted, and the first to do so is the last to do so, do you understand?” 

The people standing on the side of the street were all stunned, and then looked at the word Flying 

Armour on the sign. 

Could it be that this so-called Flying Armour organisation and the Black Dove group of dogs were not 

one and the same. 

Everyone looked at each other, and finally, an old man dressed in old clothes came out. 

His hair resembled a chicken’s nest, his eye sockets were deep, his bags sagged, and his beard was 

scruffy above his chin, and he fell straight to his knees. 

“My lord, the little people . I have a complaint against a member of the Black Hatchet who killed my 

parents, humiliated my wife and took my family’s money.” 

“I implore Your Excellency to do justice for me!” 

At the man’s words, there was once again a clamour among the dozen people. 

“His face looks somewhat familiar, which man is the one who often distributes bread and milk to the 

poor and adds sheds to the slums?” 

“I didn’t recognise him at first sight just now, but now it does yet look more and more like him.” 

“I said I haven’t seen him out doing good deeds lately, so it’s ……” 

“D*mn, another poor man who was scourged by the Black Hatchet!” 



When the crowd talked about the black turtledove, they all showed their indignation. 

If you want to describe it, it is to gnash your teeth and hate your bones, hating to cut the members of 

the Black Dove to death by a thousand cuts. 

There was a moment of silence as Yu Hua Tien, standing at the entrance to the courtyard, did not speak. 

The words of the people who were still talking changed wind once again. 

“Why have they stopped talking again, what they just said couldn’t have been polite, could it?” 

“It’s true that all people are official officials, this great benefactor seems to be kneeling in vain today.” 

“Which one of our majesties is just going to watch the black turtledove scourge the people?” 

The light of hope that had just flickered on the people’s faces once again flew away. 

Yes, in the face of such a huge force of black turtledoves, how could this newly formed flying armour 

department really stand up to them. 

Kneeling on the ground, Dalton… Muir’s heart also rose like a dead weight. 

The gentle smile of his wife, the kindness and affection of his parents came back to him. 

Tears as big as beans fell to the ground in the corners of the scruffy man’s eyes. 

The pain of his parents when they were viciously beaten to death by the Black Dove and the love they 

had left for themselves replayed before his eyes. 

The cries of his wife’s grief and pain as she was abused by the Black Dove members echoed in his mind. 

At last, Jade Teean’s extremely thin lips opened. 

“Stand up, no kneeling!” 

Yu Huatian’s deafening business rang out in his ears, causing everyone to look up at Yu Huatian in 

dismay. 

“No one in this world can make you kneel except His Majesty, get up all of you!” 

“We flying armour founders are only here for three things, fair, fair, and f*cking fair!” 

A look of hope gradually emerged in the eyes of all the people. 

In their eyes, Yu Huatian’s figure gradually became as grand as a mountain. 

His silhouette was like the sun, warm and untouchable. 

“You two take him to Black Hatchet and bring back the man called Lai Fu, if there is disobedience.” 

“Tell them directly, don’t wait for me to come to your door personally!” 

Yu Huatian pointed a finger at the two flying armour members and told them to take the scruffy man 

kneeling on the ground to the Black Dove to arrest him. 



The two flying armour members wanted to say something, but looking at Yu Huatian’s face they 

eventually walked towards the strong man. 
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The scruffy man kneeling on the ground had a look of excitement on his face when he heard Yu Hua 

Tien’s words. 

He also ignored his own pain and stood up directly from the ground. 

The little bit of exposed skin was already all bruised and swollen above. 

“Don’t bother the two lords, I can walk on my own, on my own.” 

The man’s face showed a smile that was hard to suppress, but the tears that ran down the corners of his 

eyes seemed like two extremes again. 

Everyone was silent, watching the man and the two members of the flying armour, and not one of them 

moved. 

They wanted to see this lord who had said that no one but the king was worthy of their knees. 

Was he really that powerful or not. 

“A dozen of us are too few, how about we all go out and spread the word?” 

“Good idea, let everyone see that Black Hatchet isn’t invincible.” 

“All of you kind brothers, go with the same.” 

…… 

…… 

Above the street, two members in flying armour uniforms were walking with a depressed look on their 

faces. 

Behind them was a picture of wretched, yet excited, scruffy men. 

The flying armour uniforms on the two members caused the pedestrians coming and going to gawk 

curiously. 

The body was pure black, with the auspicious crane embroidered in gold silk thread on top of the black. 

This was made overnight last night when Yu Hua Teean found the Palace’s Shang Yi Bureau. 

Only five patterns were made: the crane, the flying fish, the fish and dragon, the fighting bull, and the 

python on Yu Huatian’s body. 

The three of them made their way straight to the new venue of the Black Hatchet. 

And they were followed by a crowd filled with curiosity. 



As to why they were curious …… 

“Gentlemen, gentlemen!” 

“God has eyes, the good times are over for Black Hatchet!” 

“These two lords of the flying armor are going to seek justice for me at Black Hatchet!” 

Two members of the flying armour: …… 

Brother, we are on the same level as Black Hatchet, we are already over arresting people, you don’t 

have to be so flamboyant, do you? 

By the time a few people arrived at Black Hatchet’s new courtyard, an overwhelming crowd had 

appeared behind them. 

They also wanted to see if what the scruffy man had said was true. 

Could this organisation called the Flying Armour really do justice to themselves and the others? 

If the Flying Armour had really succeeded in getting the people out among the Black Doves. 

The next day, the entire Wanxiang Kingdom would be abuzz with excitement. 

Countless people whose families had been ruined by the Black Dove would probably kneel in front of 

Feijia’s door. 

It could be lined up from the king city to the border approximately …… 

The two of them arrived in front of Black Hatchet’s commanding house. 

After the previous lesson, Dupont as well as Readka had set up a gate guard at the entrance. 

“What are you doing, hold your heads and crouch down!” 

As soon as they saw the two stop at the entrance, with a large number of people behind them. 

The two gate guards instantly raised the firearms in their own hands, aiming their blackened guns at the 

crowd. 

“Flying armour act, idle people move aside immediately!” 

The two gate guards’ minds once again recalled the cold-faced, androgynous figure clad in a snow-white 

cloak. 

A chill immediately appeared from within their bodies, causing the two to subconsciously shiver. 

“This is the Black Hatchet Commandery …… What do you want?” 

The two flying armor members glanced at each other, these formerly high-flying colleagues seemed to 

be scared out of their wits by the Titus. 

“Black Hatchet member Lai Fu maliciously murdered the scruffy man’s parents, humiliated his wife and 

seized his family’s wealth, tell him to come with us!” 



The flying armour member’s voice couldn’t help but amplify a little and looked at the two doormen with 

a fair and serious face. 

“You wait here for a moment, I will go and seek instructions from our commanding officer.” 

With those words, the two gate guards ran in unison towards the Black Hatchet Commandery. 

Inside the commanding officer’s palace, Ducca, who was holding a sultry woman dressed in a 

cheongsam with a curvy front and back, was having a good time in the middle of the courtyard. 

It had taken him a long time to tame this creature. 
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How intense and pure-minded the other person was at the time. 

Even her boyfriend, with whom she had spent several years, had merely held hands. 

Later, she was violently brought back by Duka. 

It took a whole half month of conditioning in a secret room before she became what she is now. 

She was dressed in revealing clothes, her body protruding, her eyes like silk, a Sl*t who wanted to move. 

“Commander Douka, people from the flying armour are at the door looking for trouble!” 

Two door guards hurriedly ran over and reported to Duuka. 

“Hmm~” 

The flag-robed woman moaned out from the squeezing of Duuka’s subconsciously hard hand, a flushed 

look appearing on her face. 

Ducca looked at the two Black Hatchet members and said angrily. 

“Then what are you standing around for? Gather your men and f*ck them up!” 

In the face of Duka’s angry voice, the two Black Hatchet members just kept their heads down and didn’t 

say anything, looking at the hidden roots of the flag-robed woman’s thighs. 

After all, which was more eye-pleasing than the ground, compared to white thighs. 

As for Ducca’s words, neither of the two put it into their hearts. 

You are noble, you are great, you let us go kill. 

When the nightmare-like figure arrives after the kill, will you go on top? 

Ducca also realised the incorrectness of his words and saw the blush growing on the woman’s face in his 

arms. 

He slapped her on the buttocks and pointed to the room so that she could go in. 



Only when the woman had gone did Duka then sink his teeth into questioning the two doormen. 

“Is it the Yucca Tean herself?” 

“No, just two men in flying armour costumes.” 

“What is the purpose of their visit?” 

Duka rubbed his brow with some headache. 

It was impossible to fight and defeat people, if they really beat them to the door to give themselves and 

others extermination. 

If the real situation of the Wanxiang Kingdom was known to Jiadre, he would probably not punish Yu 

Huatian. 

Instead, they will greatly reward Yu Huatian and eradicate the poisonous tumor that is themselves and 

others. 

“They said …… said ……” 

“Say what?” 

“Said they were coming to arrest a man called Lai Fu, saying he had killed his parents, insulted his wife 

and taken his property, and would be brought back for questioning.” 

The doorman trembled as he spoke to Duka about the purpose of the flying armor member’s arrival. 

“Boom!” 

“What kind of place do they think my Black Hatchet is, arresting people all the way to my Black 

Hatchet!” 

A monstrous anger surfaced on Ducca’s face, and he slapped his palm hard on top of the table that was 

over. 

The table made of solid wood was directly and viciously exhaled with five fingerprints. 

The two guards did not dare to speak and remained fumbling with their heads hanging low. 

Workplace regulations, never speak when the leader is incompetent and angry, it is easy to draw fire to 

the body. 

“Oh, I’d like to see how powerful he Feijia is, actually sending two minions here.” 

Duka stood up straight away and walked towards the outside of the courtyard. 

But the thoughtful Duka thought of what if Yu Hua Ti An also came. 

It would not be easy for him to finish the job. 

“Go to the death row and bring out a dying man, change into one of Black Hatchet’s and bring him to 

the door of the commanding house.” 

Duka glanced lightly at the two door guards and ordered. 



“Yes!” 

At the entrance of Black Hatchet’s commanding house, the number of people gathered around grew. 

The two flying armour members had gone from being slightly nervous inside at the beginning. 

By now their hearts had turned ancient. 

Their own governor was still backing them up, so they didn’t believe that Black Hatchet would dare to 

make the first move? 

The lone figure also came to the minds of the two men. 

The domineering look that came out after changing into the black and gold python print flying armour 

suit. 

“Da da da da da da ……” 

A heavy sound of footsteps came from far and near. 

A grim-faced Duka appeared in the crowd’s view. 

Ducca’s tone was filled with a stern tone as he addressed the two men standing in the doorway of the 

commanding officer. 

“Are you two the ones who have come to my Black Hatchet Commandery to demand people?” 
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The entrance to the Black Hatchet Commandery. 

Faced with this overwhelmingly oppressive Duka in front of them, neither of the two flying armour 

members spoke. 

However, they didn’t move a bit either, always standing straight there, both of their bodies, as if they 

were connected to the ground. 

There was only one way to get them to return without any success. 

To beat them to the ground so that they could not even stand up. 

Duka looked at the two soldiers in front of him, their bodies erect and their eyes steadfast. 

The anger in his heart grew even deeper. 

Two mere soldiers dared to ignore him. 

But thinking of Yu Hua Ti An, Duka suppressed his emotions and a cold smile appeared on his face. 

“Fine, since you have come to me, Black Hatchet, to ask for someone, I, Black Hatchet, will give you a 

face to the Governor.” 

“Someone, bring that b*****d Lai Fu out!” 



The two gatekeepers came out carrying a man who was so bruised and battered that he had pa*sed out. 

The blood on him had soaked through Black Hatchet’s uniform, and there was still blood dripping down 

on top of the ground as he was racked over. 

“Pong.” 

The two gate guards threw the man in the Black Hatchet costume directly in front of the flying armour 

members. 

There was a muffled sound as the man collided with the ground. 

“Raggedy man, is he a rifle?” 

The scruffy man who had been standing behind the two members stepped forward and took just one 

look at the man before speaking to the flying armour member. 

“My two lords, this man is definitely not Lai Fu! I could recognise that man even if he were to die by a 

thousand cuts and turn into dust!” 

The scruffy man’s sad voice caused Ducca’s face to darken and he spoke directly in threat. 

“b*****d, are you sure he’s not Lai Fu?” 

The scruffy man shook his head fiercely, his red eyes staring at Ducca with the deadly stare of a wolf. 

If it wasn’t for this fellow Duka, then the death of the Ten Thousand Elephants wouldn’t have happened! 

“Commander Duuka, please don’t fool us with fake rifts!” 

The two flying armour members said in a loud voice towards Duuka. 

“This Flying Armor organization really doesn’t seem to be afraid of Black Hatchet’s gang of dogs at all 

……” 

“Hahahaha, these silly things of Black Hatchet are stupid!” 

“Everyone will never have to fear Black Hatchet again, just go to the Flying Armor if you need anything!” 

The crowd’s noise and chatter caused the anger on Duka’s face to be suppressed, and his teeth even 

made a clacking sound. 

“You Feijia are so disrespectful to us, Black Hatchet. 

“Please hand over the man to us, or else the Governor himself will be here in a moment.” 

The flying armour member moved straight to the Yuhua Teean. 

“Good, this commander remembers the two of you, go back and watch over your families.” 

Duka gritted his teeth as he looked at the Flying Armour duo, as if he wanted to engrave their 

appearance into his mind fiercely. 

“I don’t need to bother the commander with that, both of us are orphans and grew up without a father 

or mother.” 



“Heh heh, very well, very well, go and find Laifu!” 

Duka’s face was grim, looking at the two of them and the people below like a poisonous snake. 

Soon, the sobbing Laifu was pressed over directly by the two gate guards. 

“Lord Duka, that was all you told me to do ……” 

Before Laifu could finish his words, he was viciously knocked unconscious by Ducca . 

“Killing your parents, insulting your wife, and even slandering your superiors, improper son.” 

Then without hesitation, he headed inside the commanding house, it was really too humiliating. 

The scruffy man looked at the face he would never forget for the rest of his life, and his face showed a 

killing intent that was hard to restrain. 

But the two members of the flying armour were still there and had to bring this man back for trial. 

The scruffy man still held back his emotions and groped his way behind them. 
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The two members of the flying armour carried the חן directly. 

When the crowd below saw that the Black Doves had really called the man out, they burst into a 

shocking cheer. 

“The Black Dogs have met their nemesis!” 

“The flying armour is bullish, the adults of the flying armour have worked hard.” 

“My lord, these are the eggs I just bought, you must not dislike them.” 

The two members of the flying armour looked at the enthusiastic people who surrounded them. 

There were also the eggs, fish, vegetables and so on that they had just bought in their hands. 

They were at a loss for words and froze in place for a moment. 

They thought of the time when they and the others were on duty at Black Hatchet before. 

The disgust and hatred hidden in the people’s eyes. 

The enthusiasm and embrace of the people now were two extremes. 

“Everyone, the two of us still need to bring this man back quickly, everyone let us go first.” 

“Make way for the adults of the flying armour.” 

“Who the hell is squeezing the old man to keep me out of the way.” 

A path instantly appeared among the crowd and the two men walked out towards the Flying Armour 

commanders’ residence. 



And hundreds of the people of the Wanxiang Kingdom took out their mobile phones to film the backs of 

the two men. 

Sending them online with all sorts of names. 

The Newly Formed Flying Armour Department Angrily Goes Up to Black Hatchet to Demand a Man! 

Black Hatchet was so frightened by the flying armour that he handed over the man straight away, on the 

Titus behind the flying armour. 

But without exception, they all meant the same thing. 

The black turtledove group of animal b*****ds can no longer be so rampant. 

Among the people of the Wanxiang Kingdom who were gathering more and more in front of Feijia’s 

commanding house, shouts of alarm suddenly erupted. 

“Look online, those two members of the flying armour really did ask for the man from where Black 

Hatchet was.” 

“Where is it where?” 

“I saw it I saw it, they were carrying a man in a Black Hatchet uniform.” 

“Hahahaha, wife, your revenge will finally be avenged.” 

“Don’t worry son, dad will make sure that Governor Yuhuatian does it for you.” 

Among the crowd, most of them had been killed by Black Hatchet’s relatives, and at this moment, one 

by one, they cried out in pain. 

Then they all walked out of the crowd and fell to their knees before the gate of the flying armour 

command house. 

“I, Ward. I beg you, Governor Yuhuatian, to do justice to my old companion.” 

“I beg you to avenge the death of my son, who was brutally murdered by the Black Dove.” 

Looking at the group of people kneeling at the bottom of the dais, Yu Hua Tien gently raised his hand. 

“All of you folks, get up, all of your grievances, I, Yuhuatian, will do it for you.” 

“Thank you, Governor Yuwathian!” 

“Thank you, Governor Yohatian!” 

“Thank you, Governor Yohatian!” 

The voices rang out three times before gradually stopping. 

The people kneeling under the steps finally reluctantly got up and stood aside with tears in their eyes. 

On the top of the steps, Yu Huatian sat on the member of the flying armour, his eyes like a pair of 

autumn waters filled with peace. 



For Yu Huatian, this kind of thing that damages the interests of others and increases his own fame is a 

good thing. 

That was why Yu Huatian didn’t mind the trouble of putting on such a grand show. 

“Report to the Governor, the sinner Lai Fu has been brought in!” 

The two members of the flying armour threw Lai Fu to the ground and reported to Yu Huatian. 

“Well, return to your team.” 

Yu Huatian looked at Lai Fu, who was lying unconscious on the ground, and flicked his orchid finger 

slightly. 

A force directly struck one of Lai Fu’s acupuncture points. 

“Poof!” 

A mouthful of blood spurted out from Lai Fu, who also woke up from his coma. 

When he saw the scruffy man who looked like a lone wolf, as if he was going to pounce on him in the 

next second. 

Not far away were the angry-looking untouchables and the Yu Hua Tien who was sitting on top of the 

steps. 

“My lord have mercy, my lord, all my possessions can be offered to you.” 

He was answered only by the scruffy man walking slowly with a long knife given to him by Yu Huatian. 
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“No, no, no, you can’t kill me, I’m a member of the Black Hatchet, you won’t survive if you kill me!” 

The Black Hatchet member’s feet kept stomping on the ground, causing his body to fall backwards in an 

attempt to escape. 

However, all he got in response was a radiant blade. 

“Bang!” 

The Black Hatchet member’s heart was viciously penetrated by the blade, and he lay helplessly on the 

ground driven by inertia. 

The scruffy man stood with trembling hands where his eyes were red and muttered to himself. 

“Mom, Dad, daughter-in-law I avenged you ……” 

Suddenly he reacted and hurriedly knelt down in the direction of Yuhua Ti’an. 

“I scruffy man thanks to Jade Hwa Teean Governor for doing justice.” 

“If there is an afterlife, I will definitely work for you as an ox, and I will go through fire and water!” 



The man’s forehead had already started to bleed after the three kowtows. 

But he did not care in the slightest, as if he could not feel his pain. 

At the top, the corners of Yu Huatian’s mouth curved up into a woman-like smile. 

“If you all want to report a crime, go home and write down what happened first, then come and present 

it to Feijia.” 

Yu Hua Ti An stood up, and the curtain had begun to fall on this one good show. 

“Go, go, go, go home and write up what happened.” 

“Those D*mned black doves will finally get their trial ……” 

One by one, the giddy people turned around and headed towards home. 

They had to hurry to write out their account of what had happened and go to Feijia to file a complaint. 

…… 

…… 

In the king’s palace, it was still the same study full of books. 

Gadrei was holding a book in his hand and looking at it with great interest. 

“Your Majesty, something of considerable interest happened in the country today, Feijia actually went 

straight to Black Hatchet to arrest someone and had them killed on the spot.” 

Jiadrei, who was looking down at the book, slowly raised his head, with some curiosity in his gaze. 

“Feijia ran to Black Hatchet to capture someone, and Black Hatchet just agreed to do so?” 

Now under this situation where Jia De Lie was not stepping in. 

Black Hatchet had already become the strongest force in the Wanxiang Kingdom, untouchable by 

anyone. 

Now that the flying armour had gone forward to capture the people, it was undoubtedly a fierce slap in 

Black Hatchet’s face. 

“Not really, after they were intimidated once before by Yu Hua Ti An Shang Men, they were left with 

nothing but sourness when facing the Flying Armour.” 

Gadre shook his head with a smile, looked down at Arnold and opened his mouth to ask. 

“How is the collection of emerald coins coming along?” 

“Over a billion emerald coins have been collected so far, and merchants secretly affiliated with us are 

still collecting like crazy.” 

Gadre looked at the news on his phone that the Maple Leaf Country had established a Chamber of 

Commerce and was about to invest in the enterprises of the Wanxiang Country. 



A cold smile appeared on his face. 

“This king brother of mine is not to mention anything else, but this one alone is no small achievement in 

terms of calculation.” 

“Unfortunately, the person he is playing against is the widower, a fellow who crawled out from the 

mountain of corpses and blood.” 

Jiade Lie had seen the post that discussed the environment of the Wanxiang Kingdom. 

Looking at the bottom, he saw a clear picture of the king’s incompetence and incompetence, letting the 

black turtles kill indiscriminately. 

Fingers lightly tapped on it, then without raising his head, he said softly. 

“Arnold, check the id addresses of these people, if they are indeed civilians who have been brutalised 

send some compensation over when it is all over.” 

“But if some people are deliberately bringing the rhythm, add them to the list when the purge is done.” 

“The widow is tired, you may retire.” 

“Yes Your Majesty, I will retire.” 

After respectful baggage Arnold went to the Ministry of Information, the Marshall was the only one 

guarding Gadrei these days. 

Looking at the door that had once again closed, Gadre extinguished the candle flame and gazed into the 

darkness, lapsing into silence. 

“What can be done without breaking, even if it is a cursed name ……” 

Chapter 3219 

 

In a five-star hotel in the Vientiane Kingdom, the Chamber of Commerce formed by the Maple Leaf 

Kingdom has now moved in. 

The third prince, Gabriel, was sitting in the middle of the living room after dressing up in disguise. 

He was surrounded by the giants of the financial world. 

“Your Highness the Third Prince, we have entered the territory of the Wanxiang Kingdom, when will we 

start our operation?” 

An old man with a serious face and dressed in a black suit asked the Third Prince. 

His name was Suleth, and he was the leading boss of the financial sector in the Maple Leaf Country. 

Therefore, after forming the alliance, he was also the one who had more say. 

“Gentlemen, don’t worry, my people have already started to frantically pledge their name property, and 

have currently gathered eight hundred million Wanxiang Circulars.” 



“By tomorrow morning at the latest, they will be able to pledge more than one billion Wanxiang 

Circulars at various banks in the Wanxiang Kingdom.” 

Suleth’s wrinkled face scrunched up a little, and there was something of a worried tone in his voice. 

“But we will need to attack tomorrow morning to pay our respects to your brother, the current King 

Gadre.” 

“If you are not there by then, it will only increase suspicion.” 

Gabrielle shook her head gently and gestured to the side of her scarf to explain. 

“No matter, when the time comes I will just say that I have contracted chicken pox and cannot show my 

face.” 

Gabrielle vividly remembered the chicken pox that almost killed Gadrei once when he was a child. 

It was only when Jiayuan I hired a witch doctor that he was able to cure him of the disease. 

Ever since then, Jia Del Lie has been vaguely afraid when he hears the word chicken pox. 

…… 

The next morning, Gabrielle was walking towards the palace with a group of finance magnates covered 

in a thick scarf. 

The figure of Gabriel was blocked in the middle by the financial tycoons who did not move forward or 

backward. 

Solace was walking with an expensive-looking cane. 

Carpenter was looking wistfully at the buildings in the palace. 

There had been a time when he had been able to move about the palace unhindered. 

“My lord, are we investors from the Maple Kingdom, seeking to see His Majesty, the Honourable 

Gabrielle?” 

The guard in armour standing in front of him checked the schedule for today. 

When he found that there were indeed investors from the Maple Kingdom, he nodded and let them go. 

Inside the palace hall, Gadre sat on a throne high above the throne. 

The imperial coronet hid his cheeks, making his expression unrecognisable. 

“The Maple Leaf Kingdom’s investment delegation has arrived!” 

The voice of the guard outside brought a small smile to Jia De Lie’s face. 

His own good third brother was not sure if he had arrived or not. 

A group of people walked into the main hall without looking the least bit crowded. 

Under the leadership of Suleth, they bowed in unison to Jiad Lie. 



Jiadrei was the king of the Wanxiang Kingdom, while they were the subjects of the Maple Leaf Kingdom. 

So there was no need to kneel and salute, only to bow. 

Gadrei’s gaze swept around slightly and his eyes saw the scarf-wrapped Gadrei’s body. 

A teasing look appeared in his eyes at once. 

“It pleases the widow’s heart that you friends of the Maple Leaf Kingdom can come to my Wanxiang at 

this time to invest and help develop.” 

“Does that friend from the Maple Leaf Country wrapped in a scarf have some kind of acute illness, such 

as chicken pox or something like that?” 

Jiadrei’s words caused Jiabailiou’s pupils to lock violently. 

A feeling of horror came quickly from within. 

In the past, Kadrey had often shivered in consciousness when he heard the word chickenpox. 

But now he had even taken the initiative to mention it, had he been hiding himself before? 

But forced to do so, Gabrielle returned in a hushed voice. 

“In reply, Your Majesty, Gabrielle, I did happen to catch the disease of chicken pox on my way here, so it 

was not convenient to use my true face.” 

A strong look of concern appeared in Gadrei’s tone at once. 

“I had it when I was a child, and I was fortunate to have a witch doctor to help me, so why don’t you let 

him take a look at you?” 

Chapter 3220 

 

The face under the scarf was a little ugly. 

If he really let that imperial doctor take off the scarf and give himself a look. 

I guess I would not be able to leave the royal palace of Wanxiang Kingdom today. 

“Your Majesty, I was born with an ugly face, these symptoms will clear up in a few days, there is no need 

to bother the imperial doctor.” 

Jia Bailiu gritted his teeth and said this, but did not notice the smile on Jia De Lie’s face after the imperial 

coronet. 

“In that case, then I will not be forced, I wonder which industry you all intend to invest in?” 

Gadrei brought the topic back on track. 

The large financial amounts at the bottom breathed a sigh of relief. 

“Now that the visit is over, you all should go back, the widow is tired.” 



Gadre waved his hand for them to leave. 

He himself was still waiting for these people to make their move. 

“We take our leave.” 

Walking out of the king’s palace, these normally arrogant financial large amounts breathed a sigh of 

relief. 

“Your Highness, Third Prince, there is no time to lose, when can the plan begin?” 

A sweaty Gabrielle glanced at the message on her mobile phone and a smile appeared on her face. 

“It’s already started ……” 

…… 

…… 

The curtain of a pawn shop was lifted in one of the antique streets of the kingdom. 

The slightly harsh sun shone in along the cracks of the tent. 

A skinny man with thieving eyebrows walked in with a bundle between his eyes and whispered to the 

mate. 

“Mate, where’s your boss?” 

“Boss, it’s for you.” 

The mate yelled out to the back and went back to the business at hand. 

“This guest, you are looking for me?” 

A middle-aged man with an air of shrewdness walked out from the back and cupped his fist at the man. 

The man with the thieving eyebrows didn’t say anything, and spoke directly to the boss. 

“Boss, do you have any emerald coins here?” 

The shrewd-faced boss was stunned, jade coins of that kind don’t go to the bank, but come to a small 

pawnshop like his own? 

“Naturally, we have them, whatever you need, small shop guest, we have it.” 

“Good, give me ten thousand jade coins in exchange!” 

The thieving man took out three hundred and sixty-five thousand Wanxiang Circulars from among the 

baggage he had entombed. 

The exchange rate between the emerald coins and the Wanxiang Circular was originally 1:3.5, and the 

extra was for the boss. 

“Xizi, go and get the money for this master, and by the way, bring out my good tea to brew.” 



Those who could be pawnshop owners were indeed not ordinary people. 

As soon as he saw this thieving man’s so painful way of doing things. 

Inwardly, he had some guesses, could it be that the market was about to change. 

“This master, please sit down and have some tea and take a rest first.” 

Soon the fellow from before brought out a pot of tea as well as a pile of jade coins. 

The shopkeeper smilingly placed the jade coins in the hands of the thieving man. 

And pushed back the extra 15,000,000 elephant notices. 

“This master, I took one look at you today ah that I know you are not an ordinary person, right I make a 

friend.” 

When the thieving man saw that the boss was actually so enthusiastic, a smile appeared on his face. 

“You’re welcome.” 

“This master, forgive me for being presumptuous, but are you exchanging so many jade coins for?” 

At once, a look of hesitation appeared on the face of the thieving man who was still all smiles. 

The boss looked at his difficult look and once again took out 50,000 from the pile of Wanxiang circulars 

and placed it in his hand. 

“Boss, I see that you and I are kindred spirits, the Wanxiang Bulletin will soon depreciate in value, so 

hurry up and exchange it for Emerald Coins now.” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, the thieving man directly picked up the bag on the table. 

He turned his head and headed outside, looking impatient. 

The shopkeeper sat on top of his chair with a stony face and pondered for a while before speaking 

fiercely. 

“Xizi, take all the Wanxiang Tongbao to the other pawnshops and exchange them all for emerald coins!” 

 


